LockGREED Economics
Do not be fooled by LockGREEDS proposal, it is nothing but a
“what cup is the $ under” trick, and they want you to believe
you picked the right cup! The Company’s substandard offer will
put more money in the pockets of LockGREED and cost you and
your family dearly. Inflation is at 8.5% and climbing, and the
Company thinks you are going to accept the same old General
Wage Increases that you have seen over the past several
contracts. If you accept substandard General Wage Increases,
how can you put food on the table, gas in the gas tank, and pay
the increased cost associated with an under seeded High
Deductible Health Plan? You can’t, it just doesn’t add up.
The best fighter jets in the world are built right here in Fort
Worth and LockGREED needs to step up and show its
appreciation for the Essential Workers who came to work every
day during a worldwide pandemic! A pandemic that so far has
cost more than 30 of your colleagues their lives. The Company
needs to propose wages that keep up with inflation and they
need to stop their attack on trying to water down the little bit
of cost-of-living protections we have left. You need to remind
Company leaders that you didn’t have the luxury of working
from home the past two years, you were in the trenches getting
the job done to keep the corporate cash register ringing!
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